We provide a direct proof of a quadratic estimate that plays a central role in the determination of domains of square roots of elliptic operators and, as shown more recently, in some boundary value problems with L 2 boundary data. We develop the application to the Kato conjecture and to a Neumann problem. This quadratic estimate enjoys some equivalent forms in various settings. This gives new results in the functional calculus of Dirac type operators on forms.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is first to present a self-contained and simple proof of the following quadratic estimate, and second, to convince the reader that this is a central estimate in this area. One uses ( , ) and for the hermitian product and norm on H. The hypotheses (H) consist of the following set of requirements.
(H1) The operator D : D(D) −→ H is a homogeneous kth order differential operator with constant coefficients. (H2) D is self-adjoint. (H3) D is strictly accretive on its range, i.e. (H6) (Off-diagonal decay) For every integer N there exists C N > 0 such that
for all t > 0, whenever E, F ⊂ R n are closed sets, u ∈ H satisfies supp u ⊂ F . We have set x := 1 + |x|, and dist (E, F ) := inf{|x − y| : x ∈ E, y ∈ F }.
In this paper, if A is a (densely defined) unbounded linear operator on H then D(A), N(A), R(A) denote respectively, its domain, null space and range. In (H3), ∇ k u = (∂ α u j ) |α|=k,1≤j≤m consists of all the partial derivatives of u of order k. The assumptions (H2, 4, 5) imply that BD has spectrum contained in a double sector of the complex plane centered around R and give boundedness of the operator in (H6) (See Proposition 3.1). The constant in (1) depends on the implicit constants in (H).
We mention right away that our interest is in operators B of multiplication by B(x), identified as a matrix having coefficients in L ∞ (R n , C) , in which case (H5) is a form of Gårding inequality. When D is first order, i.e. k = 1, and B is such a multiplication operator, then the off-diagonal decay (H6) holds true. Moreover, when k > 1, then (H6) is still satisfied in the case of most interest to us ( See Section 3.4). However, we wanted to enlighten the observation that only (H6) is needed (in our arguments). We also stress that D is not assumed to be one-to-one.
This theorem is proved in [7] for first order D, i.e. k = 1, as a corollary of another quadratic estimate. Our direct proof is shorter and simpler from the algebraic point of view, and also from the analysis point of view even though the same deep ideas are involved (Carleson measures, T (b) argument). Furthermore, our proof allows a simultaneous treatment of higher order D, i.e. k ≥ 2, which is new. We also show in Section 8 that this statement has several equivalent formulations.
The interest of proving a quadratic estimate is mainly in the following proposition as a corollary of results developed in [16] .
longer argument [6] (See also [8] ). The extension to inhomogeneous situations is motivated also by potential applicability to time-harmonic Maxwell's equations. See the introduction of [3] . This work grew out from a visit of the last two named authors to the Université Paris-Sud. A.A. and A.Mc. thank this University for partial support. This research was also supported by the Australian Government through the Australian Research Council and through the International Science Linkages FAST program.
Thanks are also due to the organisers of the El Escorial 2008 conference for opportunity of presenting this work both in lectures and in these proceedings, and for a well organised and stimulating conference.
Kato and Cauchy
We present two typical applications of the boundedness of sgn(BD) already in the literature (at least when k = 1). We refer to [7] and the references therein for a number of further applications.
2.1.
Kato. The application to the square root of elliptic systems L = (∇ k ) * A∇ k is as follows: A is multiplication by a bounded matrix A(x), and one assumes the Gårding inequality
One easily checks (H1-5). For (H6), see Section 3.4. If M = A(∇ k )(∇ k ) * , then
Since (BD) 2 = sgn(BD)BD, we get for u ∈ L 2 (R n , C N ) under appropriate domain assumptions that,
2.2. Cauchy. As for the Cauchy integral, assume n = m = 1,
Then sgn(BD) is similar to the Cauchy integral on the Lipschiz curve with parametrization z(x) defined by z ′ (x) = a(x).
Proof of the main theorem
3.1. Functional calculus for BD. First we need some review on functional calculus. Because of (H2), D is closed and densely defined and there is an orthogonal splitting
Define closed double sectors in the complex plane by
and define the angle of accretivity of B to be
The operator BD has range R(BD) = BR(D) and null space N(BD) = N(D) such that topologically (but in general non-orthogonally) one has
(iii) The restriction of BD to R(BD) is a closed and injective operator with dense range in R(BD), with estimates on spectrum and resolvents as in (i).
These properties of closed operators of the form BD have been known for some time in the case when D is one-one, see for example [1] . When D is not one-one, first prove (ii), using (4) and (H5), and then adapt the proof in [1] to prove (iii). Part (i) follows. Note that this proposition only uses the fact that D is self-adjoint and B bounded and strictly accretive on R(D).
We set R B s = (I + isBD) −1 for s ∈ R. Then
It follows from the previous result that R B s , hence Q B t and (1 + t 2k BDBD) −1 , are uniformly bounded operators on H. We now come to the proof of Theorem 1.1 and assume all the requirements in (H).
3.2.
Reduction to a Carleson measure. Observe that by item (ii) of Proposition 3.1, as Q B t vanishes on N(BD) it is enough to prove the quadratic estimate (1) for u ∈ R(BD), hence for u ∈ R(BD).
. Let P t be a nice approximation of the identity, i.e. the convolution with a real valued function t −n ϕ(x/t) with ϕ smooth and having Fourier transform identically 1 near 0. Let P t act on C m -valued function component-wise.
Proof. For the purpose of this proof, by using the splitting (4), one can even assume v ∈ R(D). Since P t and D commute and (I − P t )v ∈ D(D), we have
Standard Fourier arguments show that
and we conclude the proof of (5) using (H3).
We note this is the only time we use (H3). Note also the important point that this estimate of Θ t (I − P t ) is valid only on the range R(D). This is why the failure of the one-to-oneness of D makes the T (b) argument much more complicated. In the case when D is one-to-one, one may take simply B −1 as a test function, and the construction in Section 3.3 is not needed. Remark 3.3. There are different possible choices of P t 's. For example, following [7] one can take P t = (I + t 2k D 2 ) −1 . The organisation of the reduction to Carleson measures would be a (?)somewhat different.
Next, we perform the principal part approximation. We use the following dyadic decomposition of R n . Let
For a dyadic cube Q ∈ △ 2 j , denote by l(Q) = 2 j its sidelength, by |Q| = 2 nj its volume. We set △ t = △ 2 j if 2 j−1 < t ≤ 2 j . Let the dyadic averaging operator S t : H → H be given by
for every x ∈ R n and t > 0, where Q is the unique dyadic cube in △ t that contains x. We remark that S 2 t = S t . Definition 3.4. By the principal part of (Θ t ) t>0 we mean the multiplication operators γ t defined by γ t (x)w := (Θ t w)(x)
for every w ∈ C m . We view w on the right-hand side of the above equation as the constant function valued in C m defined on R n by w(x) := w. We identify γ t (x) with the (possibly unbounded) multiplication operator γ t :
Lemma 3.5. The operator Θ t extends to a bounded operator from L ∞ into L 2 loc . In particular we have well defined functions γ t ∈ L 2 loc (R n ; L(C m , C m )) with bounds
where f 0 = f on 2Q and 0 elsewhere and if j ≥ 1, f j = f on 2 j+1 Q \ 2 j Q and 0 elsewhere. Then apply Θ t and use (H6) for each term Θ t f j with N large enough and sum to obtain
If we do this for the constant functions with values describing an orthonormal basis of C m and sum, we obtain an upper bound for the desired average of γ t . Next, for a function f ∈ H,
We have the following principal part approximation of Θ t by γ t S t .
Lemma 3.6. We have
Combining this with Proposition 3.2, we obtain the principal part approximation
the last term vanishes. Next, as γ t S t is uniformly bounded as an operator on H, we have
The last inequality is done componentwise and is classical (See, e.g. [6] , p. 172). We pass to the first term. We remark that for t > 0 fixed and x ∈ R n , then
where g = P t f and Q is the only dyadic cube in △ t containing x.
We successively used Minkowski inequality on the second line, (H6) on the third one, Cauchy-Schwarz on the fourth, Poincaré inequality on the fifth, the covering inequality Q∈△t 1 2 j+1 Q 2 jn and ℓ(Q) ∼ t on the sixth and the choice N > n + 2 in the last. Hence
using the standard Littlewood-Paley inequality on each component of f .
Before we state the conclusion of this reduction, there is an essential observation. Identifying constant functions with their values, observe that Dv takes values in the vector space
and so does S t (Dv). Therefore, one considers the restriction of γ t (x) to D. Henceforth, we consider γ t (x) as an element of L(D, C m ) and its norm |γ t (x)| is measured in this space.
Recall that R n+1
We define the dyadic Carleson norm γ t C to be the smallest constant C. The form of Carleson's lemma that we need and applied componentwise is as follows (see [6] , p.168 and references therein).
Therefore, we have obtained Proposition 3.8. If the restriction of γ t (x) to D is a dyadic Carleson function then the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds.
The T(b) argument.
We adapt the choice of test functions in [2] , but the definition and proofs are somewhat simpler here. Fix Q a dyadic cube and w ∈ D with |w| = 1. Let L be a polynomial of degree k such that w = DL and
Next we define the test function b w Q,ǫ for ǫ ∈ (0, 1) by
Lemma 3.9. There exists C > 0 such that for each w ∈ D with |w| = 1, each dyadic cube Q ⊂ R n and each ǫ ∈ (0, 1),
Proof.
. The properties of w Q and η Q and the boundedness of (I + isBD) −1 B imply (8) .
Using (9) and the properties of ϕ together with Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain |II| ≤ C √ t. For I, we can write using the properties ϕ and integration by parts,
Hence, choosing t = ǫ, we have shown (10) . Eventually, to prove (11), we can use the principal part approximation in Lemma 3.6 (backwards) because b w Q,ǫ = Dv w Q,ǫ and b w Q,ǫ 1 and it suffices to establish
Since (I + t 2k BDBD) −1 and (ǫl) k BD(I + i(ǫl) k BD) −1 are bounded uniformly with respect to t and ǫl, we have
Integrating over t ∈ (0, l] we obtain (12) .
We now perform a sectorial decomposition and then a stopping-time argument to estimate the dyadic Carleson norm on γ t (x). Cover L(D, C m ) by a finite number of sectors C γ,ν = {κ ∈ L(D, C m ) ; |κ − |κ|γ| ≤ ν|κ|}, with γ ∈ L(D, C m ), |γ| = 1, and ν ∈ (0, 1). The number ν is to be chosen later. Fix such a sector. It is enough to estimate the Carleson norm ofγ
), w * ) and a control on the size of |w − S t b w Q,ǫ (x))| on a large portion of R(Q). Lemma 3.10. There exists ǫ 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that for all ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ 0 ), any dyadic cube Q contains disjoint dyadic subcubes Q i with
Re
Here, C is the constant appearing in Lemma 3.9.
Assuming this, then we obtain
. Choosing ǫ and then ν small enough (depending only on C, hence on (H)), we have shown for all Q with the corresponding Q i
. We finish with a classical observation: fix δ > 0 and
where the supremum is taken over all dyadic subcubes of Q. Then, if Q ′ is such a cube and Q ′ i are the subcubes of Q ′ given by Lemma 3.10
Hence, dividing by |Q ′ | and taking the supremum over Q ′ we obtain A Q ≤ 4Cǫ −2k−1 , and in particular
This is independent of δ > 0, hence we obtain the desired estimate by letting δ tend to 0. It remains to prove Lemma 3.10.
Proof. We fix a dyadic cube Q. We assume ǫ small. Observe that
We subdivide dyadically Q and consider for the subcubes both conditions
If one or the other holds, we stop and put Q ′ in the sought collection of stopping cubes (Q i ). If none of the conditions hold, we subdivide Q ′ and iterate the test on subcubes.
We note that (
for a non-stopping cube Q ′ . Thus (14) and (15) hold immediately. It remains to show (13) . Declare Q i of type 1 if (16) holds and of type 2 if (17) holds. We let Σ j = |Q i | where the sum is retricted to cubes of type j. We might count twice cubes of both types but that is not a problem. For cubes of type 2, we have
For cubes of type 1, we have
Using (10) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the last term, we obtain
The positive root of the corresponding equation is on the order of 1 − 81Cǫ for ǫ small enough. Hence,
for ǫ small enough. Thus, the total contribution of cubes of both types does not exceed (1 − Cǫ + ǫ)|Q|, which gives (13) (assuming C ≥ 2 which we may).
3.4.
Validity of off-diagonal estimates.
Proposition 3.11. If k = 1 then (H6) holds for all B and D with (H1,2,4,5) when also B denotes multiplication by a matrix-valued function B ∈ L ∞ (R n , L(C m )). In fact, one even has exponential decay.
The proof is inspired by the one in [4] .
Proof. It is enough to consider
We have already proved uniform bounds. So it is enough to prove (2) under the assumption that |t| ≤ αd for some constant α > 0 to be chosen. Let η = e αdϕ/t − 1 and observe that η = 0 on F and η = e αd/t − 1 ≥ 1 2 e αd/t on E,
and [D, η I] is multiplication by a function me αdϕ/t where m is supported on E with L ∞ norm not exceeding Cαd ∇ϕ ∞ /t ≤ 4Cα/t. Thus, using the boundedness of Proof. Observe that
The off-diagonal bounds (2) for (I + t 2k L) −1 and t k ∇ k (I + t 2k L) −1 have been known for some time: see [12] where it is done for the semi-group e −t 2k L instead of the resolvent. However, there is an argument using the spirit of the proof of Proposition 3.11 working directly with Q B t instead of R t . From there the off-diagonal bounds for (I + t 2k L) −1 t k (∇ k ) * A follow from a duality argument changing A * to A. We leave details to the reader. 4 . Some functional consequences of the quadratic estimate 4.1. Proof of Proposition 1.2. We refer to [1] for details on functional calculus for the class of operators under consideration here. Let us just say that there is a way of defining sgn(BD) using the following formula
t is holomorphic on C \ iR where it coincides with sgn(z), defined to be 1 on the right half-plane and -1 on the left half-plane, in other words, the holomorphic extension of the sgn function on the real line to C \ iR.
By item (ii), Proposition 3.1, it is enough to define and prove boundedness of sgn(BD) on N(BD) and R(BD) separately. For f ∈ N(BD) then Q B t f = 0 for each t, thus sgn(BD) = 0 on N(BD).
It is easy to see that the integral (18) converges in norm in H for f ∈ D(BD) ∩ R(BD), because then
Since D(BD)∩R(BD) is dense in R(BD), this defines sgn(BD) on the latter provided one shows sgn
The first factor is directly controlled by c f by assumption. For the second factor, write (Q B t ) * g = (I + t 2k DB * DB * ) −1 t k DB * g = t k DB * (I + t 2k DB * DB * ) −1 g. We shall show in a moment that quadratic estimates for operators DB * are a consequence of the assumed quadratic estimates for B * D. We conclude that sgn(BD) is bounded as desired.
We remark that sgn(BD)sgn(BD) = I on R(BD) from the properties of functional calculus. This gives the invertibility of sgn(BD) on R(BD), and the proposition is proved.
4.2.
Operators of type DB. 
If B is strictly accretive on all H, then DB = B −1 (BD)B, so DB and BD are similar operators. In this case, bisectoriality, resolvent bounds, quadratic estimates and boundedness of functional calculus carries over from immediately BD to DB.
However we are only assuming that B is strictly accretive on R(D) as in (H5). 
Spectral decomposition and dependence on B
For this section, we specialise to the case of first order differential operators D, i.e. k = 1, and assume that B is a multiplication operator.
We continue to treat DB, though the following results are readily adapted to BD. Part (i) is proved in the same way as Proposition 1.3 once we have the quadratic estimates (1) and (19) . The other parts follow as a consequence.
We remark that, by the preceding two propositions, there is a spectral decomposition H = H DB+ ⊕ H DB− ⊕ N(DB) corresponding to the right and left sectors of S ω and {0}.
It is an important consequence of proving bounds for a general class of matrices B, that all of the corresponding bounded operators such as sgn(DB) depend analytically on B. To prove this, start by showing analytic dependence for the resolvents, and then prove analyticity for more general operators by using the fact that uniform limits of analytic functions are analytic. See [7, 3] for further details. We need this fact for the projections E B ± defined above. 
Elliptic systems with square integrable boundary data
Let us illustrate the power of our estimates by showing that elliptic systems on R 1+n
are well-posed under L 2 Neumann data on R n , when the coefficient matrix A is self-adjoint, strictly accretive, and has coefficients which are bounded measurable functions of x ∈ R n . The functions F map R 1+n + to C N . One can also handle L 2 Dirichlet andḢ 1 Dirichlet data, thus generalising results concerning the case N = 1 and real symmetric coefficients [13, 11, 14] . See [3] for a more extensive theory and for the historical background. 6.1. Results. On writing
where U takes values in C N ⊕ C nN , the second order equation can be rewritten as a first order system div t,x A(x)U(t, x) = 0 and (21)
We assume throughout this section that the coefficient matrix A ∈ L ∞ (R n , L(C N ⊕ C nN )) is strictly accretive in the sense that
for some κ > 0 and all f ∈ L 2 (R n , C N ), g ∈Ḣ 1 (R n , C N ). For the moment we do not assume self-adjointness of A.
The Neumann problem for (20) is well-posed in the L ∞ (L 2 ) sense means that, given w ∈ L 2 (R n , C N ), there exists a unique function U ∈ C 1 (R + , L 2 (R n , C N ⊕ C nN )) which satisfies (21) and (22) on R 1+n + , as well as lim t→∞ U(t, .) = 0 and lim t→0 U(t, .) = u in the L 2 sense, where
Our aim is to prove the following result. Proposition 6.1. Assume, in addition to the above conditions, that A is selfadjoint. Then the Neumann problem for (20) is well-posed in the L ∞ (L 2 ) sense.
In fact the solutions satisfy quadratic estimates and have non-tangential maximal function estimates. See [3] for this, and for a treatment of more general conditions on A and other boundary conditions.
A related equation.
In what follows, we write for all u ∈ D(D). We note that this inequality implies the pointwise accretivity Re(a(x)ξ, ξ) ≥ κ|ξ| 2 for all ξ ∈ C N so we may definê
In the next subsection we show thatÂ is also bounded and strictly accretive on R(D). Proof. Equation (27), namely
which is in turn equivalent to the pair of equations
The first of these is (21), while the second, when taken together with (28), is (22).
The Neumann condition (23) becomes V 0 = w on R n . exists and is bounded. For interest, we note thatÂ = A. Proposition 6.3. Given a bounded matrix A as above which is strictly accretive on R(D), thenÂ is also bounded, strictly accretive on R(D).
Proof. This is easily verified, once we have the following identity:
Re 
Self-adjointness is not preserved under this transformation. Indeed, it can readily be checked that A is self-adjoint if and only ifÂ has the formÂ = α β γ δ with α = α * , β = −γ * and δ = δ * . 6.4. Results for DÂ. We now apply the theory which we have developed concerning operators of the form DB to the present situation. So take H = L 2 (R n , C N ⊕ C nN ), B =Â and This means that, given w ∈ L 2 (R n , C N ), there exists a unique function v ∈ H DÂ+ with v 0 = w, and hence there exists a unique function V ∈ C 1 (R + , L 2 (R n , C N ⊕ C nN )) which satisfies ∂ ∂t V + DÂV = 0, lim t→∞ V (t) = 0, lim t→0 V (t) = v. Now the Neumann problem is not always well-posed [15] , and PÂ is not always an isomorphism.
Our aim though is to prove Proposition 6.1, or in other words, to show that when A is self-adjoint, then PÂ is an isomorphism. 
Thus the map P I is an isomorphism, and so, as we know, the Neumann problem for the Laplacian on the upper half space is well posed in the L ∞ (L 2 ) sense. 6.6. Rellich inequality. We now consider bounded, strictly accretive, self-adjoint matrices A. In this caseÂ has the formÂ = α β γ δ with α = α * , β = −γ * and δ = δ * , or in other words, (Â) * K = KÂ where K = 1 0 0 −1 .
Since KD + DK = 0, we have, for v ∈ H DÂ+ and V = e −tDÂ v, that To prove surjectivity of PÂ, use the method of continuity (i.e. the invariance of semi-Fredholm index) for the family B τ = τÂ + (I − τ )I, 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, and the fact that P I is an isomorphism. For this we need to know that the spaces H DBτ + , or in other words the projections E Bτ + , depend continuously on τ . In fact B τ depends analytically on τ ∈ C. Moreover, on some open subset Ω ⊂ C which contains the closed real interval [0, 1], the operators D, B τ satisfy (H1-5) with uniform bounds. Therefore, by Proposition 5.2, the projections E Bτ + are actually analytic in τ .
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.
The results on analytic dependence imply even more, namely that the Neumann problem is well-posed in the L ∞ (L 2 ) sense for all coefficient matrices A which are sufficiently small perturbations of a self-adjoint matrix. See [3] .
Inhomogeneous D when k = 1
Consider operators D and B on H = L 2 (R n , C m ) with the requirement (inhH) which consists of (inhH1): The operator D : D(D) → H is a (inhomogeneous) first order differential operator with constant coefficients, (H2), (inhH3):
(H4,5) and B is a multiplication by a matrix-valued function. Then we claim that the conclusion of the main theorem is valid replacing (H) by (inhH). The proof consists in going back to the homogeneous case (It would be nice to have a direct proof as in Section 3).
Write D = D 1 + D 0 where D 1 is a homogeneous first order differential operator and D 0 is multiplication by a constant matrix. We observe that since D is selfadjoint, so are D 0 and D 1 as seen by computing the Fourier symbols. Also, using Fourier arguments again, one can check that (H3) holds for D 1 . So one can define (I + itBD 1 ) −1 , the corresponding Q 1 t , and obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 for
t and we know that it suffices to assume u = Dv with v ∈ D(D). We can also assume v ∈ R(D) from (4) . 8.2. Operators of type BD 1 + D 2 B −1 . In this section we aim to deduce quadratic estimates for operators well adapted to boundary value problems for differential forms. Similar to our discussion of the class of operators Π B above, we consider the following slightly more general class of operators
acting in an arbitrary Hilbert space H. We assume that the two pairs of operators (D 1 , B 1 ) and (D 2 , B 2 ) both satisfy (H2,4,5), and the following compatibility conditions. For the unperturbed operators D 1 and D 2 , we assume that R(D 1 ) ⊂ N(D 2 ) and R(D 2 ) ⊂ N(D 1 ). This means in particular that D 2 D 1 = 0 = D 1 D 2 on appropriate domains. For the perturbed operators we assume that 
of H. To see this splitting, note that
and (31) follows by intersecting these two splittings since R(
in the splitting (31), the operator B 1 D 1 + D 2 B 2 is the direct sum of these two operators, namely
This shows the following. 
8.
3. An application to Dirac type equations. We end with an application of the quadratic estimates for the class of operators B 1 D 1 + D 2 B 2 to boundary value problems for differential forms. The goal is to prove that the underlying operator T B used in [2] to obtain perturbation results for BVPs for Dirac type equations, and in particular for BVPs for second order divergence form equations, has quadratic estimates for all complex strictly accretive coefficients B. In [2] , quadratic estimates were proved only for special types of coefficients B, namely for small perturbations of real symmetric, constant and block form coefficients. The operators T B are infinitesimal generators for the studied Dirac equations, and following [2, Definition 2.10] we have
, which acts in L 2 (R n ; ∧), where ∧ = ∧ C R 1+n is the full complexified exterior algebra of R 1+n . Here d is a nilpotent differential operator, i.e. d 2 = 0, and B is a strictly accretive multiplication operator so that the operator T B , modulo the factor −iM B (being an invertible, non-accretive, multiplication operator), is of type Π B . More precisely, if µf = e 0 ∧ f is exterior multiplication by the basis vector normal to R n and m := µ + µ * then d := imd where d is the exterior derivative, and M B := µ * µ − B −1 µµ * B. In the work [2] , this factor complicated the application of results for the class Π B and only gave partial results. However, in connection with the later work [3] , it was realized that the operators T B actually are similar to operators of type B 1 D 1 + D 2 B 2 . This similarity uses the transform B →B := BB −1 of strictly accretive matrices analogous to Proposition 6.3, on splitting the space L 2 (R n ; ∧) into normal and tangential forms and writing the operators B, B, B as the matrices
This is summarized in the following new result.
Corollary 8.3. Let B ∈ L ∞ (R n ; L(∧)) be any complex coefficient matrix function which is strictly accretive on L 2 (R n , ∧), matrix function. Then
where the differential operators are D 1 := µ * d − µd * and D 2 := µ * d * − µd. In particular T B is an injective ω-bisectorial operator, ω being the angle of accretivity ofB, has resolvent bounds and satisfies quadratic estimates in L 2 (R n ; ∧).
Proof. Since D 1 , D 2 are first order differential operators, according to Theorem 1. We end with the remark that it is only the partT B similar to D 1B of the full operator T B that is needed for the application to boundary value problems for k-vector fields / k-forms. This application is described in [3, Section 6 ]. The complementary partŤ B similar toB −1 D 2 will mix k-vector fields of different order k, but has the advantage of making the full operator T B injective.
